L-965
FEMA NIMS ALL-HAZARDS OPERATIONS RESOURCE UNIT LEADER COURSE

December 6-9, 2022  8:30 am – 5:00 pm
Grand Island-Hall County EMA office
1210 N. North Road, Grand Island, NE  68803

TO REGISTER, contact: Jill Harvey, deputyem@phelpscone.org or 308-995-2250

Course Overview:
This course provides an overview of Resource Unit Leader (RESL) responsibilities, the Planning Section, and the planning process to contextualize the Resources Unit for participants unfamiliar with the planning process or the Incident Command System. It then explores specific Resources Unit Leader functions and responsibilities including resource tracking systems, operational planning, and resource products/outputs. The Status/Check-in and Demobilization functions are covered to provide participants with the knowledge to perform those duties if necessary.

This course is an instructor-led training that supports learning through discussion, lecture, and active participation in multiple exercises that provides a realistic, scenario-driven approach to mastering the skills required of an RESL. Exercises/simulations, discussions, and a final exam enable participants to process and apply their new knowledge.

Prerequisites & Other Information:
IS-100: Introduction to Incident Command System
IS-200: ICS for Single Resources and Initial Action Incidents
IS-700: National Incident Management System (NIMS) An Introduction
IS-800: National Response Framework, An Introduction
G-300 - Intermediate ICS for Expanding Incidents
G-400 - Advanced ICS for Command and General Staff

The class is hosted by SCPET and is free to attend. Lunch will be provided.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Jill Harvey, deputyem@phelpscone.org